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Abstract. This paper proposes the HURRy (HUman Routines used for
Routing) protocol, which infers and benefits from the social behaviour of
nodes in disruptive networking environments. HURRy incorporates the
contact duration to the information retrieved from historical encounters
among neighbours, so that smarter routing decisions can be made. The
specification of HURRy is based on the outcomes of a thorough experiment, which highlighted the importance of distinguishing between short
and long contacts and deriving mathematical relations in order to optimally prioritize the available routes to a destination. HURRy introduces
a novel and more meaningful rating system to evaluate the quality of
each contact and overcome the limitations of other routing approaches
in social environments.
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Introduction

A Disruption-Tolerant Network (DTN) is a network architecture that reduces
intermittent communication issues by addressing technical problems in heterogeneous networks that lack continuous connectivity. DTN defines a series of contiguous network data bundles that enable applications. This architecture serves
as a network overlay that bases new naming on endpoint identifiers. DTN uses
a shared framework algorithm that temporarily connects data communication
devices. DTN services are similar to email, but DTN includes enhanced routing,
naming and security capabilities. Typically, DTN nodes use network storage to
manage, store, and forward operations over multiple paths and longer periods.
Exploring self-* properties of nodes belonging to a DTN and learning from neighbour encounters (context awareness), becomes of a great value in order to design
an optimized transport strategy to improve service performance in this specific
type of networks. Connectivity in DTN scenarios implies that nodes do not have
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permanent physical paths to certain destinations, but only to some of their closest neighbours instead. This work aims at the development and implementation
of a mechanism that helps the node take a decision regarding packet routing and
forwarding. There is a wide range of combinations that could be validated for
several specific situations where delay tolerant transmissions would be optimized
so as to be characterised by a certain expected Quality of Service (QoS). Our
aim is to design and implement a prototype that makes use of a valuable subset
of these properties and is able to exploit them for a smart management of the
connectivity in DTNs formed by human-carried devices. This paper states why
the inter-contact time between historical encounters is not sufficient so as to
derive probability values in certain scenarios. People usually behave according
to routines or patterns that are seamlessly introduced in their daily activity.
The remain of this article is organised as follows: section 2 summarizes the
state of the art in related areas of interest and states the motivation for a new
routing solution based on human routines, section 3 describes the HURRy protocol we propose including its main component specification and description
of components; in section 4 the protocol implementation is outlined, as well
as the scenario and configuration simulated as proof of concept, in order to
present some results regarding the performance evaluation of HURRy compared
to PRoPHET; finally, section 5 presents the most relevant conclusions, while
opening some discussion lines and future work.
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Related work

Collecting data about people interactions based on wireless technologies is a
quite recent activity. Its potential usage did not seem to transcend beyond the
biological or sociological fields [1][2], but the irruption of new paradigms in communication networks, which dynamics play a key role for, became a powerful
tool in the study of human behaviour. Detecting one or several aspects related
to human behaviour like people’s social activity [3], the reason why people move
to certain places, in which specific moments, or with whom, together with human
ability to associate, could be of a great value in order to optimise both network
design [4][6], as well as societal structures[5][7]. Thanks to frequent changes in
the activity and communication patterns of individuals, the associated social and
communication network is subject to constant evolution [11][12]. Barabási studied human dynamics with special focus on the exploration of scaling properties
[8] and the limits of predictability in human mobility patterns [9].
Eagle and Pentland [10][11] performed experiments regarding proximity interactions (based on short-ranged Bluetooth technology) using people’s mobile
phone as a contact sensor; they worked on the identification of communities and
patterns of behaviour. In the same line Cabero et al [12][13] designed Bluetooth
medallions specially intended for the monitoring of human Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANETs). They collected a voluminous database with contact traces of
people during labour hours in the same office building for several weeks. The out-
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come of these experiments served as valuable motivation for the work presented
in this article [23][24].
Human based networks are complex environments that demand networked
applications operating in very challenging conditions. [14] comprises the RFC
for PRoPHET, a probabilistic routing protocol based on the history of encounters, which defines a method for deriving a proportional relation between the
frequency of past encounters among nodes, and the probability of having a new
contact. Lindgren et al [15] already showed that PRoPHET is able to deliver
more messages than epidemic routing approaches [16] with a lower communication overhead. Our protocol continues in the line of PRoPHET, incorporating
the concept of human profiling as a key factor for the probability estimation.
Our solution incorporates some modifications to PRoPHET, in order to help the
routing decision with other parameters that we consider relevant for inferring
human profiles from the history of their contacts with neighbours. Some of these
enhancements are: a new and refined algorithm for estimation of direct probabilities, a configurable parameter to allow the user or application decide which
rating value is prioritized, a new transitivity formula to derive probability values learnt via others, the aging formula and the exchange process of transitivity
values have been tuned, among others.

3
3.1

The HURRy protocol
Motivation

It is assumed that connectivity in disrupted scenarios implies that nodes do not
have permanent physical paths to all possible destinations, but only to their
closest neighbours instead. When a DTN node receives a packet addressed to a
certain destination, a set of steps are triggered in order to find the most suitable
way of reaching this destination node. The easiest situation (apart from being
the destination node) would be that the destination is one of the node’s direct
neighbours: in that case, the packet is just at one hop distance from its final destination, and there is a physical connection available. Otherwise, the node will
need to analyse its available routing information and take an action according
to one or several of the following aspects: accept or discard the packet (buffer
constraints), store the packet and wait for a suitable forwarding instant (based
on the probability of reaching the destination node within a certain time period),
forward the packet immediately to an intermediate node with higher probability
of contacting the destination (based on connectivity or mobility pattern estimation, learning process...), etc.
In the HURRy protocol this routing decision is based on probabilistic routing techniques (like PRoPHET), although it incorporates the contact duration
of encounters (unlike previous approaches), and it proposes a novel reasoning algorithm for a DTN node to estimate the rating probabilities of all possible paths
to a certain destination (i.e. to construct its routing table). HURRy introduces
an estimation formula to evaluate the Goodness (G) of a contact, as explained
later with Equation 2.
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As per the inherent nature of the connectivity established in a DTN environment, the end-to-end concept is no longer true and/or available. Figure 1
represents a typical scenario, where several nodes are part of a mobile DTN
topology and eventually, one user terminal (Node C) might have access to the
outside world (i.e. the Internet) through a wireless interface (apart from its
available DTN physical interface, which might be based on the same or different
wireless technology).

Node D

AP-A

Node B
(1)
AP-B
Node B
(2)

Node C
(2)

Node C
(1)

Node A

Node’s mobility
DTN physical connection
Wireless access link
Application Traffic (DTN limited)

Fig. 1. Dynamic DTN scenario with diverse wireless connectivity

Each DTN node is responsible for interchanging information regarding previous encounters and estimated path-ratings with its neighbouring nodes. A
probabilistic algorithm will then come up with quantitative rating values for
all possible routes. The best next hop (node with the highest rating value, or
probability) to reach a certain destination is decided according to a mathematical equation where the accumulated mean values of inter-contact and contactduration times in historical encounters are considered (see Equation 1 below).
In Figure 1 imagine that Node A must find a route towards Node C and gain
access to the outside world. If Node A demands a specific content (e.g. a video
from Youtube) from the Internet, it will need to decide how to reach Node C
(i.e. decide which intermediate neighbour would most probably contact Node C,
or in a more reliable way). DTN nodes are mobile, and they register information
about who contacts whom, with which frequency and for how long. In Figure
1 nodes B and C are moving back and forth from position (1) to (2), which
induces the establishment of new connections (with nodes A and D), and the
intermittent disruption of the link between B and D. Once Node A contacts
Node B, they exchange information about the probability with which they ex-
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pect to reach Node C (this value is merely based on their history of contacts
with D and C). The nature of these encounters regarding frequency or duration
will vary depending on specific features of the scenario considered. Outdoor and
indoor topologies might result in very different contacting routines, for instance.
In the same way, people do not show the same social behaviour with colleagues
during labour days, as with friends during the weekend. Human routines are
affected by the surrounding environment and conditions, but they also affect the
resulting connections established in a mobile DTN. Not only is the frequency
of contacts used in PRoPHET [15] insufficient for estimating the probability of
a new contact, but it may also lead to non-optimal routing decisions. Previous
works like[7][11] highlight the necessity of an enhanced characterisation of social patterns in order to design an optimised probability estimation mechanism.
HURRy intends to incorporate a more elaborated model of human routines to
the estimation of contact probabilities by a DTN node.
3.2

Description of components

In this section we introduce the principles of the HURRy protocol. The operation
of HURRy in a DTN node is represented in Figure 2.

New Connection
(neighbour B)
UPDATE P_(A,B)
(new Tinter)
Evaluate P_(A,k) with P_(B,k)
values
Send updated P_(A,k) to other
connected neighbours

Message exchange
• Tinter = Last inter-contact time value
• Tintra = Last contact duration time
Disconnection

• P_(A,B) = Direct probability between A and B
• P_(A,k) = All probabilities of A to any neighbour k

UPDATE P_(A,B)
(new Tintra)

• P_(B,k) = All probabilities of B to any neighbour k

Fig. 2. Sequence of components implemented in a DTN node

Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the whole mechanism from a node’s perspective, node A, when it detects a new physical connection to node B. P (A,B)
is the direct probability of node A contacting its neighbour node B, and calculated using the inter-contact time since their last encounter (new Tinter ). After
that, node A would update the rest of its own probabilities, P (A,k), through
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the transitivity values learnt from B (node B informs about its probability of
reaching the rest of nodes, P (B,k)). If node A detects any other simultaneous
connection (other direct neighbours), it will exchange its own stored probabilities
with them. If physical connection with node B is lost due to disconnection, the
value of P (A,B) is calculated again with the last contact duration (new Tintra ).
From this outline, we can already notice a couple of modifications to PRoPHET,
where there is no check for updates in transitivity values while connected to node
B, and there is no need for updating P (A,B) at disconnection, since PRoPHET
does not consider contact duration times. The specific components to calculate
direct and transitivity probabilities are further described later in Figures 3 and
4.
Nodes in a challenged network can easily register the inter-contact (Tinter )
and contact-duration (Tintra ) time values of their historical contacts with others. But the process of estimating a representative average value, considering
the history of values registered, might not be so immediate. HURRy bases this
estimation on the statistical features that characterise both mathematical distributions. Assuming these distributions are highly dependant on several factors,
such as the minimum time slot detected, or the aggregation of values into certain
time intervals, it seems that a good approximation can be achieved deriving a
histogram for each magnitude. A node implementing HURRy will have predefined time intervals, both for inter-contact times and for contact durations, which
will register an incremental number of repetitions according to the history of encounters. The size of these configurable intervals does not need to follow a linear
basis, so we can define smaller interval sizes for the lower range and larger sizes
for the higher range of the scale considered. Table 1 summarizes the meaning of
the variables used in Equation 1 below.
Table 1. Variables used in Equation 1
T̄I
n
ncurr
V
vi
ein
En
αn

Mean value of Tinter or Tintra , where I stands either for inter or intra
Sequence of discrete time
Current time instant
Maximum range interval defined for each magnitude
Individual values of all intervals defined
Number of occurrences per interval
Total number of occurrences, number of all encounters registered up to the current time instant
Weightening factor that awards the three most recent occurrences of vi in the summation

Equation 1 represents the formula applied by a node to derive a representative
mean value of Tinter or Tintra :
T̄I =

nX
V
curr X
n=0 i=0

vi ein
αn
En

(1)

According to Equation 1 T̄I is calculated at a certain instant, using the history of values registered. Introducing αn factor prioritizes the values registered
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in most recent encounters in the same proportion as older encounters are penalized. In the case that only three (or less) encounters have occurred, αn does not
modify the average value calculated (i.e. αn = 1).
Each of the HURRy components is implemented by a specific algorithm.
Figure 3 shows the detail of the component that estimates a direct probability
P (A,B).

UPDATE P_(A,B)

1st Contact?
&&
P_(A,B)_pre ==
NULL?

YES

P_(A,B)_now = P_INIT

• P_(A,B)_pre = Previous value of P_(A,B)
NO

• P_INIT = Default probability value for 1st contact

CALC G_(A,B)

• G_(A,B) = Rating value of P_(A,B) with G formula
• P_(A,B)_now = Actual final value for P_(A,B)

P_(A,B)_now = ½ P_(A,B)_pre +
½ G_(A,B)

Fig. 3. Detail of the estimation of direct probabilities

In Figure 3 the functional block CALC G (A,B) estimates the Goodness (G)
of a contact. If node A has its first contact with node B, their direct probability
is initialized with a default value P INIT. Otherwise, this component is in charge
of deriving a neighbour’s quality by using the G formula:
G=

F (T )1−γ
, γ[0, 1]
(1 − F T )γ

(2)

Assuming both parameters are normalized to the same period in Equation
2, F denotes the inverse value of T̄inter and T stands for T̄intra . The goodness G
of a neighbour is proportional to the frequency of contacts occurred (inversely
proportional to the inter-contact time), and to the mean contact duration of past
encounters. HURRy introduces a tuning factor γ in order to allow the user or
application service to balance the priority among both parameters. It is easy to
verify that when γ = 1 the frequency of contacts is being prioritized, whereas if
γ takes values near 0 the goodness is prioritizing the contact duration. This will
also influence the transitivity formula described by Equation 3 below. The last
block in Figure 3 smooths the evolutionary slope of accumulated mean values of
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the probability under calculation.
Figure 4 shows the detail of the component that updates the values of transitive probabilities in node A. P (A,k) represents the transitive probabilities stored
by node A to reach any of its historical neighbours in the DTN (denoted by k).

EVALUATE P_(A,k)

Apply AGING to P_(A,k)

• P_(A,k)_trans = Lattest value of P_(A,k)
using transitivity formula
CALC P_(A,k)_trans

• P_(A,k)_pre = Previous value of P_(A,k)
• P(A,k)_now = Actual final value for P_(A,k)

YES

P_(A,k)_pre ==
NULL?

P_(A,k)_now = P_(A,k)_pre

NO

NO
NO

P_(A,k)_pre
<
P_(A,k)_trans?

P_(A,k)_pre
learnt from B?

YES

YES

P_(A,k)_now = P_(A,k)_trans

Fig. 4. Detail of the estimation of transitivity probabilities

Unlike previous approaches, HURRy’s aging process distinguishes if a third
neighbour k is either (i) currently connected or (ii) not. If (i), and because
HURRy considers the contact duration, the value of P (A, k) will be incremented
since last update; if (ii) the P (A, k) value will be decremented since last update.
This way, the aging may result in a positive factor if node A has been permanently connected to node k since last calculation of P (A, k). Furthermore, node
A updates its P (A, k) values of other currently connected neighbours before
sending that information to node B. This enhancement results in a smarter
management of the information exchanged within each encounter among nodes
in the vicinity. It helps reducing the transitory events of intermittent connections: for instance if a third node is not simultaneously detected by two previously present neighbours due to unstable links, the first node detecting a third
entity would immediately inform its connected neighbour through transitivity
(e.g. PRoPHET did not exchange new neighbours detected during a previously
established connection at once). Equation 3 represents the transitivity formula
applied in the module named CALC P (A,k) trans in Figure 4:


1
P (A, k)

 γ1


=

1
P (A, B)

 γ1


+

1
P (B, k)

 γ1
(3)
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If we only considered contact durations (i.e. γ ' 0), transitivity would come
from the minimum value of the comparison between P (A, B) and P (B, k).
If we only considered frequency of contacts (i.e. γ = 1), transitivity would be
given by the inverse combination of both probabilities. Since we introduced γ
as a tuning factor, it also influences the combination law for transitivity, where
Equation 3 provides a good intermediate approximation function.

4

Validation results through simulation

In order to evaluate the performance of our approach, this section presents the
validation of the HURRy protocol in a simulation environment specially designed
for opportunistic networks: The ONE simulator [20]. We took the PRoPHET release for The ONE simulator as a starting point, and developed the HURRy
modifications of functional blocks in Java code to be integrated and compiled in
the simulator environment. Apart from specific functionality tests we executed
for the validation of the protocol components, we aimed at the simulation of a
significant scenario where the enhancements proposed could be proven and compared with the performance of PRoPHET. We selected the scenario represented
in Figure 1 and we used the simulation results as proof of concept and verification of our solution. We considered Bluetooth interfaces and four nodes in this
scenario (A, B, C and D), where node A intends to send information packets
to node C, but there is no permanent path established from A to C. Position
(1) in the picture represents an initial situation where nodes A and C have no
neighbours (they are out of range of any other surrounding node), and nodes B
and D are connected through a physical link. When the simulation starts, node
C is continuously moving back and forth from position (1) to (2), so the links
established by node C with A and D are intermittently active. Moreover, the
movement of C is quite fast so the contacts between C and D, and C and A,
are very short but with a high frequency. On the contrary, node B has a slower
pace: it alternates positions (1) and (2), but once the link with D is broken in
(2), node B establish long connections with A before getting back to (1). One of
the first results obtained from the comparison between PRoPHET and HURRy
in this scenario regards the convergence time needed for all nodes to be aware
of the whole topology. If we define the convergence time, conv time, as the time
period until all nodes learn about all the rest, and assume generic time units,
t.u, HURRy outperforms with a gain factor above 2.5, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Convergence time in simulated scenario
conv time(PRoPHET) 746.9t.u
conv time(HURRy) 281.8t.u

This is due to the fact that, for instance with HURRy, node B learns about
node C during the first contact between C and D (the link B-D is still active),
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which does not happen with PRoPHET until the second contact. The same
happens for the rest of intermittent connections.
The simulation setup includes the following configuration:
– Node A creates 8 information packets headed to node C, and C creates 3
packets headed to node A (11 packets created)
– The packet size is 15MB
– The transmission rate of Bluetooth links is 250kbps
– The γ parameter has taken three possible values: 0.05 (priority to contact
duration); 0.95 (priority to contact frequency); and 0.5 (intermediate balance)
– The intervals predefined for the histogram of contact duration times have
been configured with different granularity: (P.G) poor granularity (contact
durations below 5t.u are not distinguished); and (H.G) high granularity (vi
of 0.5t.u, 1t.u and 5t.u are distinguished)

10
9

NUMBER OF PACKETS

8
7
6
HURRy γ = 0,05

5

HURRy γ = 0,5
4

HURRy γ = 0,95

3
2
1
0
P.G

H.G
GRANULARITY

Fig. 5. Results in terms of number of packets delivered

Figure 5 shows the relevance of considering the contact duration in the routing decision. PRoPHET is not represented in the chart, since it delivered zero
packets in the simulation. In this scenario, the packet size is considerably large,
taking into account the transmission rate, so the frequency of direct contacts
between nodes A and C forces PRoPHET to select the direct path as the best
route, but in reality those direct contacts between A and C are too short for the
messages to be successfully delivered, and that is the reason why a delivery ratio
of 0/11 is obtained. HURRy performs differently according to the balance configured for the priority associated to the frequency and the duration of contacts,
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but at least some of the transmission attempts are successful in all configurations. If γ = 0.05 HURRy is merely rating available contacts according to their
duration, and so, node A is selecting node B as its best next hop to reach C. That
is the reason why 9 out of 11 packets are delivered, even with poor granularity
in the duration intervals. The opposite configuration with γ = 0.95 implies that
HURRy is prioritizing the frequency of contacts, just like PRoPHET, but the
difference in the results obeys to the fact that HURRy selects the upper path in
Figure 1 until a number of encounters between A and C has occurred and then,
the direct probability P (A, C) increases its value. The intermediate configuration, γ = 0.5, shows the importance of defining an appropriate precision for
the scenario considered. In this case, the number of packets delivered increases
considerably if HURRy performs with high granularity in the range of duration
intervals.
The comparison of the evolution experimented by P (k, C) in the scenario
during simulation time is also quite revealing. Figure 6 presents the final status of
the key probability values evaluated by node A when selecting a route towards
C. All results in Figure 6 referred to HURRy correspond to the case of high
granularity (H.G).

1
0,9
0,8

PROBABILITY

0,7
0,6
PRoPHET

0,5

HURRy γ = 0,05
HURRy γ = 0,5

0,4

HURRy γ = 0,95
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
P_(A,C)

P_(B,C)
DIRECT PROBABILITY

Fig. 6. P (k,C) values compared by node A

It can be observed that node A will always choose the direct path towards
C with PRoPHET, since P (A, C) > P (B, C), and that is the reason why
none of the transmission attempts succeeds, because the packet is too big to
be delivered within the short duration of each contact between A and C. The
probability values obtained with HURRy depend on γ, of course: the comparison
between the two possible paths results in P (A, C) < P (B, C) when γ = 0.05
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and γ = 0.5; but if γ = 0.95 the final status ends with P (A, C) > P (B, C),
like in PRoPHET. The rating difference is much higher for the case γ = 0.05,
which is the most opposed to PRoPHET. On the contrary, when HURRy uses a
similar prioritization to PRoPHET, it is only in the beginning of the simulation
that certain packets manage to reach node C.
Finally, we would like to highlight some results associated with the precision
defined for the intervals of the contact duration. Figure 7 shows the different
values obtained for P (k, C) for configurations of high and poor granularity.

0,5
0,45
0,4

PROBABILITY

0,35
0,3
HURRy γ = 0,05 P.G

0,25

HURRy γ = 0,05 H.G.
HURRy γ = 0,5 P.G.

0,2

HURRy γ = 0,5 H.G
0,15
0,1
0,05
0
P_(A,C)

P_(B,C)
DIRECT PROBABILITY

Fig. 7. P (k,C) values compared by node A with different granularity

For γ = 0.05 the comparison in Figure 7 results in P (A, C) < P (B, C) both
for poor and high granularity, although the difference is much bigger for the H.G
case. When γ = 0.5, the comparison provides opposed results depending on the
granularity defined. Provided that the intermediate case is trying to balance
the rating parameters considered in Equation 2, an appropriate granularity to
distinguish contact durations with high precision is the key factor influencing
the final probability values. Thus, Figure 5 showed that if γ = 0.5, the H.G case
obtained a delivery ratio of 8/11, whereas the P.G case delivered only 5 packets
out of 11. Figure 7 states the reason for such a different performance.

5

Conclusions and future work

The work presented in this article summarises the design principles, protocol
components and simulation results obtained for the specification of a novel probabilistic routing approach based on human routines: the HURRy protocol. The
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motivation for this research came from the study of challenged networking in
scenarios where the social behaviour of people highlighted some deficiencies in
existing approaches. We analysed the statistical distributions followed by the
inter-contact and contact duration times in some previous experiments cited as
related work, and derived a way of combining these statistical features in order
to evaluate the quality of a neighbour. We propose a solution where DTN nodes
register the parameters of their contact history to estimate a weighted mean
value and calculate the goodness of their contacts accordingly. HURRy incorporates some other enhancements that result in an optimised performance in terms
of convergence time and packet delivery ratio for scenarios in which the duration
of contacts shows high variability. Some of the most relevant results obtained in
simulation have been presented as a proof of concept for the HURRy protocol
implementation. There is still much work ahead in order to extend this research
line in several directions: we are currently working on the complete specification
of the HURRy protocol, and have implemented its functionality into the Bytewalla3 project for Android phones [21]. The resulting Android implementation
is called HURRywalla and it is made available through [25]. We would like to
incorporate more parameters to the profiling of human routines and we plan to
perform a more thorough experimentation plan using real smart phones. Our
implementation of HURRy for Android is actually supporting the Bundle Protocol Query (BPQ) [22] extension block for DTN2, and so we can start testing
scenarios comprising Content Delivery Networks, content caching and the like.
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